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IRP Audit Rewrite

A Change is Coming!



IRP Audit Rewrite

• Effective Date – July 01, 2013

• What’s the hurry?  We have plenty of time:
– Some changes will require a different mindset
– Some changes will require computer programming
– Both elements require TIME.

CHANGES MUST BE
IMPLEMENTED BY JULY 01, 2013!



Article II: Definitions (deleted)
• APM - currently used to refer to 

the IRP Audit Procedures 
Manual.

• In-jurisdiction distance –such 
distance is already included in 
the “total” distance definition.

• IVDR – tends to support a 
standard record and/or format, 
which is becoming obsolete in 
our ever expanding electronic 
age.



Article II: Definitions (amended)
• Audit

• Established Place of Business (reference/codification adjustments)
• Operational Records (throughout the Plan/APM such references have been 

changed to Records)

• Total Distance



Article II: Definitions (new)
• Records Review: an evaluation of a Registrant’s 

distance accounting system and internal controls to 
assess the Registrant’s compliance with the 
requirements of the Plan. Unlike an Audit, a 
Records Review focuses only on the adequacy of 
the internal controls and the record-keeping 
system; it may be limited in scope to less than a 
full Registration Year; it may be conducted before 
the Registrant’s first registration renewal; and it 
does not result in any fee adjustments.

NOT required and
NOT limited to new accounts.



Article IX: Rental Vehicle Registration
• Section 905 – Rental Passenger Cars
• Section 910 – Rental Utility Trailers
• Section 915 – One-Way Vehicle

Instructional value.  Language (with minor changes) 
formerly reflected in Article 4 of the Audit Procedures 
Manual moved to Official Commentary.  For example, the 
addition to 915 states:

“Audits of Lessors engaged in renting one-way Vehicles 
under this Section will normally focus on “receiving 
contracts”, the paperwork completed by Lessor and 
Lessee when a vehicle is turned in by the Lessee, or 
“received”.



Article X: Records and Audit
• “Operational” formerly in the title
• The bulk of the changes being 

implemented affect this Article and the 
Audit Procedures Manual.  Principle 
among the changes, the content of Articles 
4 & 5 was moved from the Manual to the 
Plan. 



1005 – Adequacy of Records (new)

A) A registrant’s records shall be adequate -
– Base can verify reported distances (sufficient), and
– Evaluate the accuracy of the system (appropriate)

B) If records meet adequacy criterion they –
– May be produced through any means, and
– Retained in any format or medium that is both

available to the registrant and accessible by the base



1010 – Contents of Records (new)
• Formerly Articles 4 & 5 of the APM

• Explains what constitutes adequate records
– a) Records not produced by vehicle-tracking                  

system
• Beginning/ending trip date
• Origin/destination
• Route traveled
• Beginning/ending odometer, hub, ECM, etc.
• Total distance
• Jurisdictional distance
• Vehicle identifier



1010 – Contents of Records (cont’d)
– b) Requirements for records produced wholly or partly by a 

vehicle-tracking system (including GPS)
• Original GPS or other location data for vehicle
• Date and time of each reading (ping, etc.)
• Location of each reading
• Beginning/ending odometer, hub, ECM, etc.
• Calculated distance between each GPS or other reading
• Route traveled
• Total distance
• Jurisdictional distance
• Vehicle identifier

– c) Summaries
• Monthly by vehicle and fleet, per jurisdiction
• Quarterly by fleet, per jurisdiction
• Annually by fleet, per jurisdiction



1010 – Contents of Records (cont’d)

• Official Commentary
– Section intended to provide guidance on record content
– Basic criterion: Do the records allow the auditor to conduct 

an audit?
– If they contain all required elements, they are adequate; 

however, they may still prove inaccurate or inappropriately 
utilized by the registrant 

– Records not containing all elements in the section, 
depending on the nature of the records and the registrant’s 
operations, may still be FULLY ADEQUATE FOR AN 
AUDIT



1015 – Inadequate Records; Assessment

Discussion of Inadequate

• Consider your current practices

• Consider your jurisdictions future application of the 
assessment

• Now lets open this up to discussion



1015 – Inadequate Records; Assessment

• Eliminates current processes:
– Full fee assessments
– Credit denials

• Used when:
– Records for the fleet as a whole do not meet the criterion 

in 1005(a), or
– Registrant produces no records within 30 calendar days of 

written request

• Assessment:
– 20% of apportionable fees paid (1st)
– 50% of apportionable fees  paid (2nd)
– 100% of apportionable fees paid (3rd & subsequent)



1015 – Inadequate Records; Assessment



Formerly 1015 – changed due to the additions and 
restructuring of Article X.

1025 – Frequency of Audits

One major change:  Jurisdictions 
adopting formal procedures to 
comply with newly established 
“Records Review” process may:

– Substitute 3 such reviews for 1 
audit

– Account for as much as 25% of 
the 3% audit requirement with 
such substitutions.



1025 – Frequency of Audits
Example using records reviews for 2014 audit 
requirement:

5,400 (2013 renewals) 165 records reviews (2014)

x .03 /  3 
162 audits required 55 potential audit count

162 audits required 162 audits required

x .25 maximum allowed - 41 reviews credit

41 allowable audit credit 121 audits to conduct



Manual Article 7 – Records Review

• A thorough evaluation of a registrant’s distance 
accounting system & internal controls to ensure Plan 
compliance

• The purpose of such reviews is to mitigate potential 
record keeping compliance issues

• Records Reviews vs. Audits:
– Focuses on adequacy of internal controls & compliance of 

the distance accounting system
– May be limited in scope to less than a full reporting period
– May be conducted prior to the first renewal
– No fee adjustments



Manual Article 7 – Records Review
• A Records Review Program MUST:

– Comply with Articles 2 and 3 of the Manual
– Document the distance accounting system, contents of the source 

documents and registrant’s source for determining distance
– Assess and document internal controls
– Determine/document the adequacy of records; identify specific 

deficiencies
– Provide written report to registrant citing any deficiencies
– Document all contacts with the registrant
– Retain all reviews according to the prevailing peer review audit 

records retention requirements

• Registrant follow-up contacts strongly recommended if any 
non-compliance issues are noted.

• Notwithstanding section 204, reviews may be conducted by 
personnel processing applications if all other provisions of the 
Manual are met.



Audit Procedures Manual
• Restructured
• Streamlined
• Official commentary added for clarity
• Article 4 Registrant Responsibilities moved to Plan
• Article 5 On-Board Recording Devices combined with 

Registrant Responsibilities and moved to Plan
• Procedures specifically dealing with actual distance 

added (Article 5 – Audit Procedures)
• Registrant and Jurisdictional Report combined (Article 6 

– Audit Reporting)
• Records Review process added (Article 7)
• Glossary added
• Article 9 – Summary deleted



Manual Article 1 – Introduction
• Formally distinguishes (101(b)) between the terms 

“must” and “should”, especially as related to the 
peer review process.
– Must – requirement
– Should – requirement that may be overcome, to the 

satisfaction of the Peer Review Committee, if the 
jurisdiction has documented the relevant circumstances 
and reasons for not complying.  Each term is defined in the 
Glossary.

• Must – used to specify an unconditional requirement
• Should – Conformance is expected unless, when 

applying professional judgment, circumstances 
justify deviation. 



Manual Article 5 – Audit Procedures
• 505 – Actual Distance Audit Procedures

– (a) Actual distance reported but not found through audit must be 
converted to an estimate in accordance with Plan 415 (i.e., treated as 
an added jurisdiction with the original percentages unchanged)

– (b) Actual distance reported in error where apportionment was not 
intended (i.e., AZ distance reported to AR) must be assigned correctly 
and fees adjusted in accordance with Plan 405

– (c) If determined through audit that a vehicle does not qualify as an 
apportionable vehicle, the relative reported distance is to be deducted 
with appropriate fee adjustments.  Full (100%) fees are to be calculated 
for the jurisdiction where the vehicle traveled and included in the 
adjustments reflected on the transmittals.

– (d) Proper credentials or trip permits must be verified for actual distance 
traveled but not reported. If unable to verify, fees must be calculated in 
accordance with Plan 415.



IRP Audit Rewrite

All changes can, and should be, viewed.  The 
best location to find them either the actual 
documents or redirects to them is: 

http://www.irponline.org/?page=theplan

Prior to July 2013, several more educational and 
informative offerings are being planned for the IRP 
community, so stay tuned…  



Contacts - CAWG
Chair: Jeff Hood, Indiana
Phone: 317-690-5923
Email: jhood@dor.in.gov

Region I: Bob Weber, CT
Region II: Bobby Johnson, TX David Nicholson, OK

Renee Kyser, AL
Region III: Drake Israel, IL
Region IV: Jerri Hunter, ID
Industry: Lanny Gower, Con-way Freight

Connie Owen, J.J. Keller & Associates, Inc.
Robert Pitcher, American Trucking Assoc.

IRP Liaison: Tim Adams



Contacts - AC
Chair: Drake Israel, Illinois 
Phone: 217-785-1832
Email: disrael@ilsos.net

Vice: Anthony Madsen, Idaho
Phone: 208-769-1500 
Email: anthony.madsen@tax.idaho.gov

For complete roster, see the IRP website



Contacts - PRC
Chair: Chris Barry, Massachusetts 
Phone: 617-351-9897
Email: christopher.barry@state.ma.us

Vice: Betsy McCabe, Nevada
Phone: 702-486-5571 
Email: bmccabe@dmv.nv.gov

Past: Renée Kyser, Alabama
Phone: 334-493-0053 
Email: renee.kyser@revenue.alabama.gov

For complete roster, see the IRP website





Questions….


